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ABSTRACT
The Bucks County Historical Society was founded in Doylestown,
Pennsylvania in 1880. Founded by General William Watts Hart Davis, the Bucks
County Historical Society (BCHS) began as an informal social club in which
Davis and his friends could pursue their interests in local history.l Davis founded
the BCHS with the help and money of several other people, although o.one of
them had as much influence as he did in forming the BCHS. Davis was an
experienced' journalist and writer, with a particular interest in oral history.
Davis's ideas about concentrating on the written aspects ofhistory exerted the
most influence over the BCHS during the first seventeen years of its existence. In
1897, however, one ofthe other original founders, Henry Chapman Mercer,
displayed an artifact collection called "Tools ofthe Nation Maker." Davis, and
another founder named Alfred Paschall, protested against Mercer's collection,
fearing that heaps ofold tools in and around the BCHS grounds would detract~.
from their own work with written history. Mercer and Davis fought each other
for years, with Mercer emphasizing the need for visual history, and tne Davis-
Paschall faction believing that his collection was worthless. They eventually
....
IB.F Fackenthal, "Paintings and Other Works of Art," A Collection ofpapers read before
the Bucks County Historical Society, Vol. 7 (1937): 384.
1
excluded Mercer from the BCHS. During the years in which Mercer was
excluded, however, the BCHScontiIuled to keep his "Tools ofthe Nation Maker"
artifact collection on display. Davis noti~ed the public's interest in the artifact
display, and eventually acknowledged that Mercer's collection had become part
ofthe BCHS. Years later, in 1905, Davis invited Mercer to rejoin the BCHS
because his collection had become popular with the public and had helped to
increase membership. Visual history became the focus ofthe BCHS after
Mercer's display ofartifacts proved beneficial by increasing membership and by
keeping the BCHS in the public eye.
2
INTRODUCTION
. Bucks·County in 1864 wasJalmost entirely pastoral, with an economy
fueled by agriculture rather than industry. The only industrialtown in the county,
I •
Bristol, had experienced gro~h in prior decades due to the profitable coal trade
on the cana1.2 However, Bristol's economy collapsed in the years following 1855,
as the railroad claimed an increasing share of coal transportation. In most other
areas ofBucks County, small industries such as brickyards, quarries, and sawmills
catered to the growing needs oflocal farmers and builders.3 A population
increase of 10 percent during the 1870's brought the number ofpeople in Bucks
. County to over 68,000. Towns became pdpulation centers, as rural residents left
the farmland and moved into towns.. Population growth in Bucks County leveled
offin 1880, with some communities experiencing a: population decline in the
following two decades. However, despite a population that remained under
72,000 by 1900, Bucks County was a thriving and changing community.4
---Qne-resident.of.Bucks.County~-General-W.W.H.Dayis,.help.ed_cr.eate_a
.sense ofcommunity pride in local residents throu~ his research into Bucks
County history. A Bucks County ~esident for much ofhis life, Davis was a multi-
disciplined and prolific writer, interested in preserving all aspects of local history.
~eny A. McNealy, Bucks County: An illustrated History (Doylestown, Pa: Bucks
County Historical Society, 2001), 218-219.
3Ibid., 219.
4Ibid., 218; .
3
Davis had written'several history books, including History ofDoylestown, Old
andNew~'Historyojthe One Hundred andFourth Pennsylvania Regiment; and
v
History ofthe Doylestown Guards;5 In his third volume ofHistory ofBucks
C-ounty, which was composed ofbiographical sketches, Davis described himself"
,as a veteran oftwo wars, ajournalist,andahistorian. He was born in Davisville,
Bucks County in 1820.6 Davis' early education and vocational pursuits did not
necessarily suggest that he would spend his later years writing about and
preserving history. As a 'young man, he attended Captail?- Alden Partridge's
University and Military School in Norwich, Vermont, graduating in 1842. After
teaching math for three years, Davis studied law in Judge John Fox's office in
Doylestown and was admitted to the bar in 1846. Later that year, Davis entered
Harvard Law School to pursue an advanced legal education. However, he
decided to enlist in the First Massachusetts Infantry to participate in the Mexican
War.? After fighting in the Mexican War, he remained in the West for several
years, serving as U.S. District Attorney ofthe New Mexico territory under
President Pierce. While in New'Mexico, Davis published a hi-lingual, Ilewspaper
and published EI Gringo, or NewMexico andHer People, in 1857.
5W. W. H. Davis, Histo~ ofBucks County, Pennsylvania. from the Discovery of the
Delaware to the Present Time, 2n ed.,Vol. 3 (Chicago: Lewis Pub. Co:, 1905; reprint, Pipersville,
Pa.: AE. Lear, 1975), Introduction Page (page references are to reprint edition).
6Ibid., 45.
7Ibid., 48.
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Returning tQDoylestown in 1857, he purchased a newspaper, the
. Doylestown Democrat, Bucks Cou~ty's o~cial Democratic newspaper.. Another
war was on ~he horizon, however, and in 1861, Davis and therest ofthe
Doylestown Guards were sent to Washington fqr military service.8 At the end of
his three months of service, he returned to Doylestown to raise the One Flundred
and Fourth Regiment ofPennsylvania Volunteers.9 During the Civil War, Davis
to~k part. in several battles and skirmishes, including the Shenandoah Valley
campaign iIi 1861 and the siege ofCharleston, South Carolina i~ 1864. He" was
• • i • •
wounded twice: once in the left arm at the Battle ofFair Oaks, and then in the
right hand, losing three fingers at the siege ofCharleston when a shell exploded
next to him. 10 After the war, Davis returned home to Doylestown and continued
to 'publish the Democrat.
In addition to the history ofNewMexico, Davis wrote several books about
B~~ks County. Davis consistently expressed pride in his writing achievements,
and in praise ofhis many books, he wrote, ."all ofthese publications are
considered the best authorities on the subjects treated and most ofthem now bring
in the market double and treble their original subscription price.,,11 The drivi~g
8Ibid., 48.
9Ibid., 49.
l<n. F. Fackenthal, "Paintings and Other Works ofArt," A Collection ofPapers Read
before the Bucks County Historical Society, Vol. -; (1937): 384.
, llW. W. H. D~vis,fIistoiy ofBucks Couniv,Pennsylvacla, fromthe Discovery ofthe
Delaware to the Present Time, 2nd ed., Vol. 2 (Chicago: Lewis Pub. Co., 1905; reprint, Pipersville,
Pa.: AE. Lear, ~975),49.
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force behind the subjects that Davis chose for his historical writings was his
desire to record information for the benefit of future generations. Davis Was .
. ~:
eclectic about the subjects that were appropriate for local history. Alfred
Paschall, another original BCHS founder, noted that when Davis wrote the
History ofBucks County, he had felt that "nothing was too trivial for examination,
~.
all was winnowed over with painstaking and even laborious care, county records
were consulted ... family records examined, traditions investigated.,,12
.)
Regarding Davis's interest in local history, Paschall Wrote, "doubtless growing
,out ofthe preparation ofthe History ofBucks County ... came the idea of
founding the Bucks County Historical So~iety.,,13 Davis had become especially
intrigued with Bucks County's past after observing the nationwide celebration of
the centennial in 1876.
Another individual who had been impressed with the Centennial
Exposition at Philadelphia was Henry Chapman Mercer. At age twenty-three, he
had been present at the founding ofthe BCHS. Mercer's ideas about visual
'0,
presentations ofhistory would eventually change the persona and focus ofthe
society. He was born June 24, 1856 in Doylestown into a socially prominent and
wealthy family. His mother's family, the Chapmans, was a wealthy old
Doylestown family, and their wealth allowed Henry Mercer to become well-
12Alfred Paschall, "Memorial Tributes to General w. w. H. Davis; Solder, Historian,
Author, Journalist," A Collection ofPapers Read before the Bucks County Historical Society, Vol.
4 (1917): 152.
131bid., 152.
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\
traveled and well-educated by the time he was twenty. Mercer's maternal
grandfather wasHenry Chapman, an attorney and Pennsylvania senator from
. .
Bucks County. Henry Chapman seemed to have encouraged his grandson to
pursue such diverse studies as lawand historic preservation. He died when
Mercer was thirty-five. Mercer's father, William Robert Mercer, was in the
Navy and came from a middle-class background. "William Mercer was interested
in history, genealogy, and botany, interests that his intellectual son Henry later
shared and pursue .14
The person who <:::",:::~~," __ntial in Mercer's early life, however, was
.Mercer's maternal aunt, Elizabeth Chapman Lawrence. Elizabeth had gained an
enormous amount ofwealth from her 1854 marriage to Timothy Bigelow
Lawrence. 15 Lawrence was a diplomat who was often posted iIi Europe, and he
and Elizabeth had a home in Florence. 16 Lawrence died when Elizabeth was
thirty-nine, leaving her with a fortune and no children. After her husband's death,
Elizabeth traveled extensively, always accompanied by family and friends.
.1: ..... '
Mercer called her "Aunt Lela," and he and his siblings traveled through Europe
with her and her unmarried sister Fanny Chapman.17 Mercer's Aunt Lela took
14Linda F. Dyke, Henry Chapman Mercer: An Annotated Chronology, (Doylestown, Pa.: .
Bucks County Historical Society, 1996), 1.
~ 15Helen Hartman Gemmill, E.L., the~read Box Papers: ABiography ofElizabeth
Chapman Lawrence (Doylestown, Pa.: Bucks County Historical Society, 1~83), 11.
I~yke, 3.
17Genunill, Bread Box Papers, 176.
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him to·art museums throughout Europe, and her casual sophistication allowed him
. to'develop enough independence and curiosity to appreciate art even as a young
teenager.
Throughout his university years, Mercer remained most interested in art
history, and the items he collected in his off-campus house at Harvard were
mainly pieces ofpottery and art ofOriental origin. He was only a mediocre
student, and made good grades mainly in the subjects he enjoyed, including
Natura11futory, Art History,and Latin. 18 He had been strongly influenced by the
new intellectual atmospjre created at Harvard by the university's president,
Charles W. Eliot.l~ Eliot espoused the benefits of studying the fine arts, making
.' changes in the university's curriculum and hiring faculty members who shared
similar vi~~s.2° Fine Arts Professor Charles Eliot Norton, appointed the year
prior to Mercer's arrival, was the first art historian at Harvard,. teaching under a
new beliefat the university that art had a history and cultural importance of its
. Charles Eliot Norton had been a prominent figure in the Arts and Crafts .
I
..
movement in America. The Arts and Crafts m.ovement had begun in England as a
18Dyke,7.
1!Reed,25.
2<Reed, 26-27.
21Reed,27.
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backlash againstthe highly refined artistic designs displayed at the CrystalP~lace
Exhibition in 1851. William Morris, a leader 'in the newmovement, considered
the furniture and designs displayed at the Great Exhibition to be excessively
gaudy and elaborate. Morris's me,ntor, John Ruskin, had also disliked architecture
and household hems designed mainly for exhibition and ostentation. Morris
believed that some obsolete aspects ofproduction, such as the emphasis on
individual labor as opposed to the use ofmachines, resulted in superior finished
products?2
Reforming some ofthe values ,of society had been one ofthe original
goals ofthe Arts and Crafts movement in England. William Morris abhorred the
building ofhouses that.he considered unattractive, and hoped to enlighten the
public so that the majority ofpeople would reject these buildings. In 1893,
Morris argued that "the position which we [members ofthe Arts and Crafts
movement] have to face then is this: the lack ofbeauty 'in modern life ...
which ~ .. is now recognized by a part ofthe public as an evil to be remedied if
possible.,,23 Morris considered products created by artisans to be superior, and
pointed out that "such art as we have is not the work ofthe mass ofcraftsmen
22Peter Stansky, Redesigning the World: William Morris, the 1880's, and the Arts and
Crafts (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1985),4-5.
23William Morris, Preface to Arts and Crafts Es~ys, by Members of the Arts and Craftsl =~~n Society (Edinbnrgh: R &R elm!<, 1893; reprint, Bristol, England: ThoemmeS Press,
9
unconscious ofany definitive style, but producing beauty in'stinctively.,,24 He
argued, "oura,rt is the work ofa small minority composed ofeducated persons,
. fully. conscious oftheir aim ofproducing beauty, and distinguished from the great
body ofworkmen by the possession ofthat aim.,,25 Morris believed that the
majority ofworkers lacked an innate sense ofbeauty, and that only the finely
skilled and dedicated artisan could produce aesthetically pleasing products.
These Arts and Crafts ideals started to spread to America afterN~ met
Ruskin'in 1855, for~g a close friendship with him. After assuming his teaching
position at Harvard, Norton taught his students, including Mercer, that art should
reflect the best ofany society's values,26 Norton idealized the medieval artisan,
and argued in Historical Studies ofChurch Building in the Middle Ages (1880)
that the artisan should be considered a sort ofrepublican everyman. He believed
that true artistic work was confined to premodern times, and that creativity could
no longer exist in the working-class environments ofAmerica and England.
Periodic suffering from what was in Victorian times termed neurasthenia, might
have provided moiiv~tion for Norton to idealize medieval Catholic Europe and
reject modernization.27 Norton probably felt more strongly about the morality of
24Ib'd .1 ., IX.
25Ib'd ...1 ., Vlli.
I
2tEileen Boris, Art and Labor: Ruskin, Morris, and the Craftsman Ideal in America
(philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1986), 34. .
27TJ, Jackson Lears: No Place ofGrace: Antimodernism and the Transformation of
American Culture, 1880-1920 (New York: Pantheon Books, 1981), 246-47.
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medieval art than did Mercer, but Mercer clearly learned to associate
modernization with the absence ofartistic quality,
Mercer and Davis had come from dissimilar backgrounds, and their ideas
about how to preserve history often meant that disagreements arose between
them. Davis emphasized the need to preserve history, including oral history and
local history, in written form. He did not feel the enthusiasm that Mercer felt for
preserving tools and implements, although Davis eventually realized that the
"Tools ofa Nation Maker" display had become an important part ofthe BCHS.
11
Davis had been studying and writing history long before 1876, which was
the year that the nationcelebrated its one hundredth anniversary. The public,
however, had become more aware ofhistory because ofthe centennial
celebrations, especially the International Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia,
held in the summer of 1876. The Exposition highlighted new technology and
machines, and increased the public's awareness that American society was
changing. Linda Dyke, in Henry Chapman Mercer: An Annotated Chronology,
pointed to the fact that, "the exposition made people stop and think aboutcolonial
history. Many local historical societies were founded as a result, including the
..BCHS in 1880.,,28 Davis had already demonstrated his proficiency as a historian,
but probably noticed that publishing history books would not necessarily attract
the attention ofthe public and get it involved with its own local history. After
Davis realized that centennial celebrations drew large crowds and increased
public interest in history, he had begun preparations for a celebration of
Doylestown's centennial anniversary, which he felt would attract,at least some of
its residents.
28Dyke,6.
,
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The celebrations for the centennial, which Davis organized, inspired him
to start a local historical·society, which was to be based in DoylestoWit Davis
probably wanted to begin an official society because he needed a building in
which he could store all ofthe notes and ,books he had accumulated, and for other
historians to have a storage place'for records and books. P~schall stated, "the
centennial ofDoylestown was ... due to General Davis' research, which fixed the
first date ofthe naming ofthe place, in a revolutionary dispatch, as March
1778.,,29 Paschall noted that, "for the ,celebration ofthe centennial in March 1878,
the [G]enerallent his encouragement and assistance.,,3o Davis was involved with
celebrations for several years after the nation's one hundredth birthday; following
the success ofthe Doylestown centennial, he prepared for the Bucks County bi-
centennial.
It was this latter event that Davis felt was significant to county residents,
. .
and he wanted to celebrate the occasion with his friends. In an 1881 speech,
Davis stated, "In this age of celebrations and memorial occasions it seems hardly
the thing to let the two-hundredth anniversary pass by without proper notice.,,31
He compared the celebration of local history with national centennials observed
on a much larger scale. He argued, "if it be ... proper that the one-hundredth
anniversary ofa great battle be celebrated by the government, why should not the
29pascba1l, 152.
3ou,id.
3IW.W.H. Davis, "Early History ofBucks County," A Collection ofPapers Read before
the Bucks County Historical Society, Vol. 1(1908): 13.
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descendants ofthose who settled this fair county, commemorate the peaceful
deeds oftheir ancestors.,,32 Davis fought t~ prevent the publicfrorn.feeling
apathy towards history, whether local or national, and he was willing to shame his
audience, ifnecessary, into celebrating with him. He as~ed his audience, "shall
the bi-centennial ofour county be celebrated with proper ceremonies at such time .
as may seem most appropriate, or shall it be allowed to pass by unnoticed?,,33
Suggesting that every Bucks County resident was in debt to the past, he said, "we
owe it to ourselves, ifnot to our [Bucks County] ancestors" to celebrate the past,34
Davis felt that the enjoyment and study ofhistory should be part ofeveryone's
life. He sought out like-minded people to become members ofthe new historical
society.
Davis had a talent for organizing people and communicating ideas, which
is how he was able to persuade his friends to listen to his idea. As Henry Mercer'
later wrote, Davis "induced several friends' to meet with him inthe library room
at Lenape Hall in Doylestownand organize themselves with a constitution and
by-laws, as the Bucks County Historical Society.,,35 Davis's involvement with
32Ibid., 17.
34Ibid.
35Henry Chapman Mercer, "Preface," A Collection ofPapers Read before the Bucks
County Historical Society, Vol. 1 (1908): preface page. .
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local history and his interest in creating the historical society was a result ofhis-
. .
emotio~al attachmentto Bucks County. As Alfred Paschall wrote, "the founding ..
of~heBucks County Historical Society, in January 1880, was solely the result of.
General Davis' initiative.,,36 .Paschall noted that Davis's efforts were "born ofhis
deep love forBucks County, [and] his sympathy with and reverence for whatever
was ofhistorical interest,,37 Although' pleased with the amicable reaction that
Davis got from his friends about the idea ofa historical society, he soon found
that he would have to motivate them further. Davis could not initially persuade
anyone else to put forth the effort needed to help maintain a historical society.38
"---'
He had to do most ofthe workin collecting the first manuscripts and finding a
suitable building in which to house them, as well as locate a suitable meeting
o
place.
The Bucks County Historical Society was formed into seven small .
pommittees: Biography; History; Genealogy; Relics; Curios and Antiquities;
Necrology; Pictures; Photographs and Painting; and Pririting and Publiship.g.39
The fOlmation ofthe seven committees suggests the other founders shared
Davis's ideas that there were different approaches to the study oforal and written
36paschall, 152.
39W.W. H. Davis, "Constitution and By-Laws," A Collection ofPapers Read before the
Bucks County Historical Society, Vol. 1 (1908): xxxi.
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history. Although Davis had forgotten by 1905 who had been present on the day
the BCHS was founded, he used thetreasury records tofigure out who had
donated money, and he consid.ered those individuals to have been the founders.
Based on treasury records, Davis determined that the other founders were Henry
Chapman Mercer, Dr. Joseph B. Walter, Alfred Paschall, Richard M. Lyman,
John S.Bailey, Josiah B. Smith, Thomas P.Otter, AM. Dickie, Mahlon Carver,
and George McDowell.40 Alfred Paschall was the publisher ofthe Bucks County
Intelligencer, and later became the Secretary ofthe BCHS. Dr. Joseph B. Walter
was a Solebury medical doctor who had received his degree from the University
ofPennsylvania. Walter was a Civil War veteran who had made acquaintance
with Davis during the war.41 Mahlon Carver was a fiifinef whose family had .
inhabited Pennsylvania since 1682, and his interests may have primarily been in
preserving his family's genealogical records.42 Some ofthe founders may not
. have been well acquainted with one another, but Davis was able to persuade all of
them to help him start the BCHS.
The written l~gacy ofthe early years ofthe BCHS is the set ofjournals
A Collection ofPapers Read before the Bucks County HistOrical Society, the first
editionofwhich was published in 1908. Most ofthe journal articles were
4CW. W. H: Davis, History ofDoylestown. Old and New: From Its Settlement to the
Close ofthe Nineteenth century, 1745-19~ (Doylestown, Pa.: Intelligencer Print, 1904), 337.
41W. W. H. Davis, History ofBucks County, Pennsylvania, from the Discovery ofthe
Delaware to the Present Time, 2nd ed.,vol. 3 (Chicago: Lewis Pub. Co., 1905; reprint, Pipersville,
Pa.: A.E. Lear, 1975),672..
42Ibid., 640.
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fnarratives of approximately three to eight pages in length, usually consisting of
.' . .
anecdotes·about subjects.the .authors found interesting or.important. ·ManyQfthe
articles and essays that later appeared in the journals were copies of speeches
originally read aloud during BCHS meetings. Anyone who chose to read their
own essay or story in front ofthe group was encouraged to do so. N~n-mem:bers·
and guest speakers were also invited to attend meetings and give speeches.
Davis's idea that any family or business residing or originating in Bucks County
was a worthwhile subject for closer investigation inspired many ofhis friends and
associates to explore local history. In the first few years ofthe BCHS, both
members and lion-members alike explored numerous eclectic topics. Davis did
not favor one branch of study over any other, and essays on all subjects seemed to
have been equally welcomed by Davis and the·other members. Any topic that an
individual wanted to speak about was fine, as long as the essay mentioned Bucks
County. Ifthe essay did not include at least a brief reference to Bucks County,
the other BCHS members in attendance may have become bored, although Davis
was probably not so particular about what kind.ofhistory an individual discussed.
Many ofthe papers given during the early years ofthe,BCHS seem to
have involved a certain amount ofresearch, as the author usually started with a
narrative history ofhis chosen subject and concluded with a description ofthe
effect his topic has had on Bucks County's history.· For example, at the Solebury
meeting on November 18, 1884, F.F. Church read a short essay, "The Paper Mills
17
ofBucks County.,,43 In accounting for the brevity ofhis essay, Church wrote,
- -. - l " --, '
"The paper-mills ofBucks county'number but two, andone ofthem is ofrecent
date, it can therefore be presumed-that this paper will notbe a long one.,,44
Church's paper was only four pages in length, but from the contents ofthe essay,
he had obviously researched his topic and carefully planned his words.
Church clearly wanted his paper to be an'informative lecture on the history
ofpaper, and described paper's beginnings in Egypt and further development in
China and Europe. He pointed out "the first paper-mill erected in the United
States was on Chester creek, in Delaware [C]ounty, Pennsylvania, in 1714.,,45
Church then detailed the beginnings ofpaper production in Bucks County, which
had started with a mill ,built around 1790, and noted "the early Bucks county
newspapers were printed on Solebury paper: The old red mill, with its upper story
ofopen lattice work '; .. is well remembered by many yet living.,,46 The paper
concluded with Church's mention ofa paper mill built in New Hope in 1881. He
noted that the mill "is said to be one ofthe best mills in the country, with ... two
43F. F. Church, "The Paper Mills ofBucks County," A Collection ofPapers Read before
the Bucks County Historical Society, Vol. 1 (1908): 213.
44Ibid., 213.
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machines, one a,Fourdrinier and the other a cylinder.,,47 The paper's content
suggests·that Church conducted several kinds.ofr~searc~ although he· offets no
mention of-his sources or research methods. Church's written sources may have
included records or materials collected by the BCHS.
There were no reservations from members ofthe BCHS toward listening
to a paper given at the Quakertown Meeting by Henry Mercer on April 15, 1884
titled "The Doanes Before the Revolution." In'this paper, Mercer skillfully
narrated the history ofthe Doane family, which, according to Mercer, had once
been a prominent Bucks County family, although he pointed ~ut at the end ofthe
paper that some ofthe Doane,men had misbehaved duringthe end ofthe
eighteenth century. In order to prove to his audience the authenticity ofhis
findings, Mercer cleverly began his paper with a detailed description ofhis
sources and methods. He stated that he had "ransack[ed] the minutes ofat least
three Friends' Monthly Meetings, !!Ie chaotic.Orphans' Court files, Common
Pleas records, deeds, wills, [and] unindexed criminal dockets on file at
~
Doylestown" in order to trace the genealogy ofthe Doane family. 48 He began his
narration by noting, "John Doane ... founder ofthe name in America, and great-
great-great-grandfather ofthe Bucks County [Doanes] was one ofthe Pilgrim
47Ibid., 216.
48Hemy Chapman Mercer, "The Doanes Before the Revolution," A Collection ofPapers
Read before the Bucks County Historical Society, Vol. 1 (1908): 172.
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Fathers.,,49 After pointing out that John Doane had arrived in America prior to
1630, Mercerprovided"a detailed description ofthe history ofthe Doanefamily
name and described the coats-of-arms ofboth the American and English
Doanes.so
Mercer concluded the paper by describing the professions ofthe
Revolutionary,-era Doane generation, taking obvious pleasure in illustrating a
picture ofan unsettled Bucks County countryside for his audience. He noted that
prior to the Revolution, "the high ridges ofPlumstead were still unbarred oftheir
primeval timber, [and] wolves were common, and game so plenty that settlers
took theirguns to meeting[s], and beavers built their dams across Pine Run."Sl
Mercer relished the task of depicting familiar Bucks County towns~d landmarks
as part of an unsettled wilderness. He noted, "lioubtless often the young
bac~oodsmen, when l\ot at work on their fathers' farms, dressed in their garb of
deer and coon skins, trapped beavers ... [and] shot deer."s2 In presenting these
descriptions ofBucks County at the close ofhis paper, Mercer deliberately.
deviated from his genealogy ofthe Doanes. He"might have simply wanted to
indulge his own interest in imagining Bucks County as wilderness, or perhaps he
50Ibid., 173-174.
51Ibid., 181.
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guessed that not every member ofhis audience was as enthralled with the Doanes
as he was. Mercer's thoroughly researched paper deftly narrated'the history ofthe
,.. , Doanes, although his effort to entertain his audience with wilde~ess anecdotes
seems forced and clumsy by comparison, at least in the,written version.
Mercer's talk on the Doanes and Church' streatise on paper mills followed
a roughly similar format oftracing the history ofa relatively broad subject in
order to define its importance to Bucks County's history. Davis's ideas indelibly
set the standard for papers read at meetings weil beyond the early ye~s ofthe
,BCHS, and titles ofpapers continued to reflect his eclectic and all-inclusive view
ofhistory. At the Doylestown meeting on January 18, 1898, Dr. Edward H.
Magill; a former president ofSwarthmore College, read ait essay called "When
M~nWere Sold, Reminiscences ofthe Undergrqund Railroad in Bucks County
and Its Managers.,,53 At the,meeting in the Friends' Meetinghouse in
Quakertown, on May 28, 1901, Dr. Joseph Thomas read his nebulously titled
speech, "Reminiscences ofQuakertown and its People.,,54 Speakers would
elaborate upon their topics and answer questions from the audience. Thus, BCHS
meetings had an informal ambiance, and 'audiences were receptiveto all' sorts of
discussion topics.
53Dr. Edward H. McGill, "When Men Were Sold, Reminiscences ofthe Underground
Railroad in Bucks County and Its Managers," A CollectionofPapers Read before the Bucks
County Historical Society, Vol.2 (1909): 493.
54Dr. Joseph Thomas, "Reminiscences of Quakertown and Its People," A Collection of
Papers Read before the Bucks County Historical Society, Vol. 3 (1909): 41.
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The historical papers were generally not positing that bygone times were
.better thari the present Despite the fact that·Mercer, in "The Doanes Before the
Revolution," seemed to pine for the days ofwolves and wilderness, many ofthe
early papers expressed pride in Bucks County's recent progress. In Alfred
Paschall's "Bucks County Bi-Centenni.al," read in 1882, he extolledBucks
County's industries and public facilities. Although Bucks Countywas once a
bucolic wilderness, Paschall observed that two centuries ago, "there were few
people, scarcely any schools, few and poor roads, no post-offices, no railways, no
newspapers and no towns worthy the name.,,55 Following this bleak description,------
Paschall stated, "alongside this meager showing compare our condition ofto-day.
We have' a population of68,685 persons, with an estimated taxable valuation of
$35,000,000 worth ofreal estate.,,56 In addition to property value, Paschall was
interested in Bucks County employment, farms and industry. He informed his
.,-
listeners that the county's dairy farms were flourishing, and that the Durham Iron
. Works produced and shipped several hundr~d tons of iron annually.57 Boasting of
the county's accomplishments, Paschall observed, "we have at this time 294
public schools ... no less than six branches ofrailway .... ten incorporated
5~Alfr~ Paschall, "Bucks County Bi-Centennial," A Collection ofPapers Read before
the Bucks CoUnty Historical Society, Vol. 1 (1908): 19. .
57Ibid.
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\towns . ~ . [and] a court-house and public offices equal to any in the state."S8 He
was clearly impressed with Bucks'County's progress.
His prid~in Bucks County was echoed several years later byDavis, in a
paper titled "The Town We Live In," read in 1889. He expressed satisfaction that
his home county had made such progress in previous decades. "The Town We
Live In" indicates that Davis did not feel nostalgic toward the past, but wanted to
preserve history so that future Bucks County residents could learn from history in
order to improve the pr.esent. Davis stated that Doylestown's "greatest period of
improvement has been from the close ofthe1War ofthe Rebellion to the present
time. In that time the town~has been fairly modernized ... [into] a handsome
co~ntry town."S9 Davis was pleased that Doylestown was able to remain a
comfortable town even while its population increased, and noted, "our population
has almost doubled; .... handsome private dwellings built ... our streets recurbed
and paved; [and] water worksbuilt.,,6Q Surprisingly, perhaps, Davis demonstrated
that he valued the present more than the past, as he wrote, "with [Doylestown's]
delightful and healthy surroundings; its well shaded streets and pure water; [and]
i~s intelligent society, few communities ... have more bl~ssings to be thankful
59W.W.H Davis, "The Town We Live In," A Collection ofPapers Read before the Bucks
County Historical Society, Vol. 1 (1908): 526. .
60U>id.
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for. ,,61 Davis and Paschall's writings show that the BCHS was founded as a way
-to celebrate the history ofapfosperousand thriving county.
Some papers read at BCHS meetings by Davis relied oDoral history,
including "The Town We Live In.,,62 In it, Davis narrated the history of
Doylestown's population growth from a casual observer's perspective. He
pointed out that he "was told by the late.Thomas Brunner, ofBridge Point, that he
andthe late Samuel Kachline counted the dwellings [in Doylestown] in 1821,
which then numbered 29.,,63 In addition to recording oral histories, Davis
considered public memory to be valuable and worth recording. He mentioned
George Murray, who was, in Davis's opinion, "One ofthe most unique characters
among the earlier inhabitants ofDoylestown.,,64 Murray was an immigrant from
Scotland who had settled in Doylestown in 1821, and as Davis described~ "was a
fine scholar and taught school fifty-five years.,,65 The schoolteacher did not have
a reputation for kindness, and as Davis noted, Murray "was never known to spoil
the child ifa little application ofthe rod would save him, and we have some
among us who remember both him and his rod.,,66 Davis probably inspired a few
61Ibid.,527.
62Ibid., 521.
63Ibid., 525.
64Ibid., 526.
65Ibid.
66Ibid.
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smirks or groans from his audience with his last remark, but his intention. seemed
-to have been to preserve the public's memory ofthe schoolteacher; Although
Davis knew that he was stating the obvious to any audience members who had
once been Murray's unfortunate pupils, he did not want Murray's reputation to be
forgotten. To him, Murray was a part ofDoylestown's history: Knowing that the
BCHS would publish his paper, Davis intentionally included oral histories in it to
preserve local stories and legends.
.Local stories and legends were included in Davis's History ofBucks
County, a set ofthree volumes published in 1905. Like many ofhis other
writings, the first two volumes ofHistory ofBucks County were narratives, and
included a few oral histories. In Volume 2, the chapter titled "Bucks CoUnty in
the Revolution" contains an oral history ofa local Revolutionary War battle. In
his introduction to the story, Davis wrote, "in the spring of 1858, the late Safety
Maghee .... then ninety-three years old, related to the author what he had seen in
connection with the battle ofthe Crooked Billet, when a boy ofthirteen.,,67
Following this introduction, Davis included Maghee's complete story.in
.quotations, and did not offer any additional comments at the story's conclusion.
A secqnd oral history of Crooked Billet was included in the chapter titled
"Doylestown Bor~ugh," in which Davis narrated the story but did not provide the
name ofthe person who was the story's source. Davis wrote that a group offour
67W. W. H. Davis, History ofBucks County, Pemmrlvania from the Discovery ofthe
Delaware to the Present Time, 2nd ed., Vol. 2 (Chicago: Lewis Pub. Co., 1905; reprint, Pipersville,
Pa.: A.E. Lear), 129.
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people needed to bury a child in Neshaminy graveyard on May 1, 1778.
However, as Davis noted, "it was the day the battle' was fought at the Crooked .
Billet, between the British and General Lacey's troopS.,,68 Davis emphasized the
anxiety and wlnerability ofindividuals forced to linger in a graveyard where they
could have been sighted by nearby British troops. He noted, "There was so much
fear ofthe British but four persons accompanied the corpse, two young men and
two young women.,,69 As Davis related, the four carefully rode to th~ graveyard,
listening to the sounds ofnearby fighting. He wrote, ''when they reached the
ground the men dismounted and buried the body, while the women remained on
horseback to be ready to flee at the first alarm.,,70 Davis emphasized that those in
the graveyard were concerned for their lives, and pointed out that "after the burial
they hurried home as fast as possible.,,71 Davis explained, "our information was
obtained many years ago, from a descendant ofone ofthe party that rode to the
graveyard."n He believed that the story was a valuable contribution to local
history, and had included the story in his work so that it would not be lost.
68Ibid., 197.
69Ibid.
70UJid.
71Ibid.
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Davis thought that preserving oral history was important to the nation as
well as to Bucks County. He pointed out that'a brieforal history account he had
included in History ofBucks County would settle a debate about the birthplace of
General Daniel Morgan. Davis argued, "the birthplace ofGeneral Morgan has
been involved in some mystery, but we believe the testimony we produce settles
the question.',73 As the source ofthe information, Davis wrote, "our most
"\
important witness is the late Michael Fackenthall, who died [in] 1846 ... [and
had] served as a soldier and officer in the Revolution.',74 Michael Fackenthall had
been an acquaintance ofMorgan, and "often related his meeting with General
I
Morgan, who told him he was born in Durham township" describing the ho.use as
standing in the corner ofthe field where the road from Easton crosses Durham
creek.',75 Davis believed that Morgan had indeed been born in Durham because
he believed Michael Fackenthall to be an individual of"unimpeached veracity.,,76
Davis had set a high standard as to what constituted a valid oral history, and only
included accounts in his writing ifhe deemed the source completely trustworthy.
Davis enjoyed making speeches and giving history lectures to an
.t
. interested audience. In an essay titled "The Battle ofFair Oaks," which Davis
73Ibid., 155.
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read before the Doylestown Meeting ofthe BCHS on January 21, 1896, he
.discussed his perspective on some events ofthe battle... He said,·"to paint the
picture as I have.it on my mind, I'll reproduce, as near as I can, what I saw at
. 'Fair Oaks,' the first great battle in front ofRichmomi.,,77 Despite the dramatic
tone ofthis essay, Davis's goal was to inform his audience ofthe history and
events ofthe battle. He felt that his narratives would make history exciting, and
that the local public might become interested in learning about history, especially
ifthe public became aware ofthe fact that excellent speeches were given at each
BCHS meeting.
The intention that the BCHS had for the published Journals was to collect
and record the many briefhistorical narratives and articles written by members
and other interested locals. The Journals al~o maintained the original ideas of
Davis and Mercer. From the beginning, the Constitution and by-Laws, which
Davis wrote after the success ofMercer's "Tools ofthe Nation Maker,"
maintained that anything ofcultural value was worthy ofpreservation.78 As
stated in Volume 1 of A Collection ofPapers Read before the Bucks County
Historical Society, the BCHS would collect·and preserve "books, newspapers,
maps, genealogies, portraits, paintings, engravings, manuscripts, letters,.journals,
.77W. W. H. Davis, "The Battle ofFair Oaks," A Collection ofPapers Read before the
Bucks County Historical Society, Vol. 2 (1909): 337. .
78Davis, HistolY ofDoylestown, 337.
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[and] relics.,,79 Davis also wrote that the BCHS would strive for "the acquisition,
bydonation, p'ufchase or loan, oftools, appliances and object~ ofantiquarian
~. .
[i]nterest."so This obviously reflected Mercer's influence on the BCHS.
"-
The founders had donated money because Davis was their friend, and he
convinced them that a historical society would be ofeducational value to the
community. The BCHS was heavily reliant on those willing to provide money,
and a shortage ofdonations would impair the so~iety for years, despite Davis's
fund-raising abilities. 81 The BCHS initially did not have its own building.
Instead, a room in the county courthouse was used to house the initial collectitiri
ofmanuscripts, genealogical records, ~d a few small artifacts.82 Whenever
possible, they arranged to hold meetings in larger buildings, although that did not
guarantee a large turnout.
In 1885, twenty years before the BCHS had its own building, itwas
incorporated, which made Davis proud ofhis efforts to educate the public about
local history. Davis wrote, "in February 1885, the Court ofCommon Pleas
granted a charter, and, since, then, the society has been.active in its labors, and is
acknowledged to be one ofthe educators ofthe county.,,83 The BCHS had not
79W. W. H. Davis, A Collection ofPapers Read before the Bucks County Historical
Society, Vol. 1 (1908): xxvii. .
80U>id.
81Da~s, History ofDoylestown, 337.
82Dyke,7.
83Davis, History ofDoylestown, 337-338.
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been an immediate success, however, and Davis wrote, "while the meetings were
h~ld quarterly, the attendance at ~ome were [sic] Vfiryineager, on one occasion,
only three persons being present; General Davis and wife and John. S. B~ley."s4
Davis had nearly"run out ofoptions on how to increase public interest in the
BCHS, and had apparently thought that a small curio display might attract public
interest.
However, the BCHS did not obtain much benefit from the small curio
display that Davis had organized in 1885, and which ran from August 31 through
September 3. This extremely brief and tentative display was supposed to
celebrate Bucks County's bicentennial, as Mercer later wrote in the Preface to the
first volume ofthe BCHS Journal.. Mercer wrote "the Bucks County bi-centennial
exhibition [was] a patriotic celebration. . . with meetings and literary exercises,
illustrated by a number ofheirlooms and ancient objects."s5 This artifact display
could have been a miniature imitation ofthe 1876 Centennial Celebration at "
Philadelphia. Mercer did not mention ifthe artifact display had been open to or
attended by the public, althou~nted out in a footnote that information
about the bicentennial had been "published in pamphlet form by Paschall
Brothers, ofthe Bucks County Intelligencer. The pamphlet states that Gen.
W.W.H. Davis proposed the celebration ... It comprises a catalog of exhibited
84Ibid., 338.
85Henry Chapman Mercer, A Collection ofPapers Read before the Bucks County
Historical Society, Vol. 1 (1908): xxxiv.
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objects.,,86 Mercer left out the date ofthe pamphlet's publication and whether or
not it had been circulatedprior to August 31.;·Davis did notseem to have placed
much emphasis on this exhibition,"and the exhibition appears to have been less
than successful in attracting public interest in the BCHS.
Membership and interest by the public increased slowly after the first
decade, and Davis attributed some ofthe success to himself. Davis wrote about
himself from a third person perspective, and noted that the "success [ofthe
BCHS] as an orgatiization is largely due to his untiring efforts in its behalf.,,87
Davis was not bashful about boasting ofthe amount ofenergy he put into the
BCHS during its tentative years, and wrote, "nearly his whole time ... has been
spent .. ~ in its service, and hundreds ofbooks, pamphlets, and curios on its
shelves are ofhis contribution.,,88 Paschall concurred, and noted, "in the first
dozen years, the president was the society, for not only was he most regular in
attendance but on a few occasions had he not presented some literary work the
meetings would have been without such exercises.,,89 Davis's efforts were made
more difficult because the public was not responding to the .BCHS, although
87W. W. H. Davis, History ofBucks County, Pennsylvania. from the Discovery ofthe
Delaware to the Present Time, 2nd ed., Vol. 3 (Chicago: Lewis Pub. Co., 1905; reprint Pipersville,
Pa.: A.E. Lear, 1975),49-50.
89Alfred Paschall, "Memorial Tributes to General W. W. H. Davis; Soldier, Historian,
Author, Journalist," A Collection of-Papers Read before the Bucks County Historical Society, Vol.
4 (1917): 154.
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Davis still owned the Doylestown Democrat and printed transcripts ofBCHS
'speec1)es in his newspaper.
During the early years ofthe BCHS, Davis wanted to make local history
available to the public through the media, so that the public could learn history at
its own convenience. In 1894, Davis tried to encourage the presidents ofthe
Chester County and Montgomery Cdunty Historical Societies to contact
Philadelphia newspaper publishers with the suggestion that Philadelphians would
enjoy a column devoted to history. Davis wrote to the Philadelphia Record to
convince them of"the good effect it would have on the study and development of
local history were one ofthe Philadelphia dailies to open its columns to a
'Department ofLocal History. ",90 Davis had entrepreneurial interest in
promoting history, because he was a publisher ofa newspaper. He may have
wanted to be able to sell his articles to other newspapers.
Davis also wanted to increase interest in the BCHS. Paschall mentioned,
"it had long been a prediction of General Davis that the historical Society was
destined to become the social center ofBucks County as well as the nucleus of
patriotic interest and the basis ofhistorical study and research.,,91 This meant that
in order for the BCHS to maintain itselfas the center ofserious local history
rxw. W. H. Davis, Doylestown, Pa, to Philadelphia Record, Philadelphia, 24 May 1894.
Proposal for a history column in Philadelphia Record. Folder 16, Unnumbered Letter. W. W. H.
Davis Correspondence, Spruance Library, Bucks County Historical Society, Doylestown, Pa.
9!Alfred Paschall, "Memorial Tributes to General W. W. H. Davis; Soldier, Historian,'
Author, Journalist," A Collection ofPapers Read before the Bucks County Historical Society, Vol.
4 (1917): 154.
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research, it also had to have the membership and money ofadditional members
. . .
who wereprimarily interested in social functions.Fortunately, Henry Mercer's·
artifact exhibit would eventually bring the BCHS more public attention.
Mercer, like Davis, had expres~ed interest in the U.S. Centennial
celebration. At age twenty, following his first year at Harvard, Mercer visited the
International Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia. This visit must have been
one ofthe highlights ofhis youth. The 1876 Centennial Exposition lasted six
months, and was a loud and festive celebration ofthe hundredth anniversary of
the Declaration ofindependence.92 Millions ofpeople crowded into Fairmont
Park that summer to stare at the exhibits, which were housed in multiple theme-
halls.93 Mercer visited the Exposition and bought some Tunisian plates.94 The
technology on display was amazing, and included the Corliss Engine, a huge
steam engine that supplied power to the exhibits in Machinery Hall. Among the
items that were on display in Machinery Hall were locomotives, typecasting
machines, envelope makers, ~nting presses, and Knipp cannons.95 A celebrated
Colonial American artifact display captured Mercer's.interest, allowing him to
view the past through tools and implements.96
92Edward P. Alexander, Museums in Motion: An Introduction to the Histon' and
Functions ofMuseums (Nashville: American Association for State and Local History, 1979), 69.
93Thomas 1. Schlereth, Victorian America: Transformations in Even'day Life, 1876-1915
(New York, N.Y.: HarperCollins, 1991), 1.
94Dyke,6.
95Alexander, 69.
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After graduating from Harvard in 1879, Mercer returned to Doylestown
for a year to doindepentlent'research in printmaking. He helped start the BCHS
on January 20, 1880. At age twenty-three, he appeared to be incline,d to follow
his own interests in history and art history, and was a creative and self-motivated
worker. His decision to attend the Unive.rsity ofPennsylvania Law School in
1880-1881 seems surprising, given his artistic interests. However, his
grandfather, Judge Chapman, may have influenced him. In November 1881,
Mercer was admitted to the Philadelphia County Bar, but was not interested in
law, and quickly left Philadelphia. He immediately began to travel widely
throughout continental Europe, England, and Egypt, often traveling by riverboat
with a few ofhis Harvard friends. He made scenery sketches, collected numerous
objects, and investigated archaeological sites.97
i Mercerwas· ofmarriageable age by the mid-eighteen-eighties, but he did
not marry Frances Lurman, the wealthy and attractive Baltimore socialite that his
parents encouraged him to court. He did not express romantic interest in women,
ostensibly because ofhis preoccupation with his work. Other than his platonic
fr~endship with Frances, therewere no women ever involved in his life, and he did
not associate With women or maintain any other friendships with women. He had
contracted gonorrhea during his years at H~ard, and the lack ofan available
96Cleota Reed, Henry Chapman Mercer and the Moravian Pottery and Tile Works'
(philadelphia: University ofPennsylvania Press, 1987), 11-12.
97Dyke,7.
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cure caused him to experience frequent recurrences, which may have discoura~ed
him from marrying. Stress'and fatigue increased Mercer's susce~ility to .
.
illnesses and overall poor health, although some ofthe illnesses may have been
the result ofhypochondria or his fear offuture gonorrhea outbreaks.98 Another
factor that contributed to his fragile health was malaria, which he contracted while
on an archaeological dig in the Yucatan.99
Archaeology had been one ofMercer's foremost interestssince his
introduction to the subject by Charles Eliot Norton. Although Mercer lacked
formal training for a career in archaeology, he was fascinated with it and decided
~
to educate himself, reading archaeological publications that documented recent
European and Delaware Valley excavation results. He was especially intrigued
with findings that could help prove or disprove the prehistoric existence of
civilization in the Delaware Valley. Mercer took advantage ofhis close proximity
to the University ofPennsylvania, and used his friendship with the highly
regarded University ofPennsylvania paleontologist, Professor Edward Drinker
Cope, as a way to gain some of Cope's knowledge in the field.
Mercer's opportunity to prove himself an equal ofthe professional
archaeologists came at the ideal time. In the 1880's, debate on archaeological
subjects was rampant in the Delaware Valley. Questions surrounding the
authenticity ofone particular local item, an artifact found in Doylestown in 1881
98Reed,10-11.
99Ibid., 15.
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/which illustrated 'a primitive etching ofa mastodon and other nature symbols,
.made a strong impression on Mercer. Correctly determining the authenticity of
the stone was crucial to the entire field ofAmerican archaeology, since it could
have proven that humans and mastodons coexisted within the same tiJ.?1e frame.
Mercer conducted his own extensive research to determine the authenticity ofthe
stone, interviewing everyone who had expressed an opinion on the stone and
contacting other scholars. Mercer published his account ofthe stone's
authenticity in 1885 under the title The Lenape Stone, in which he points out that
the evidence was inconclusive, and that the stone could not be used to either
prove or disprove the prehistoric existence ofhumans in the Delaware Valley.
.
Although his conclusions in The Lenape Stone did not lead to a
breakthrough in the field, his work demonstrated his proficiency in
archaeology.loo In 1891, he went to work at the University ofPennsylvania.
After donating money to the University, Mercer was appointed one often
managers ofthe University's newly formed Museum of Science and Art, which
was subsequently named the University Museum. He continued his frequent
travels abroad, visiting numerous excavation sites, including caves in France and
Spain, in search ofPaleolithic artifacts. He also visited caves in Pennsylvania arid
Tennessee in search ofNativeAmerican artifacts and tools. During a June 1891
excavationon Ridge's Island in the Delaware River, he found a large collection of
argillite blades, which encouraged him to continue scouring the region for
lOOU>id., 12.
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additional Native American artifacts. He conducted digs along the York River in
Maine, followed in January 189i by an excavation ofa Native American
cemetery near the Choptank River in Maryland and a search ofthe Lehigh and
Susquehanna regions for riverside burial grounds and caves.
Following these excavations in the Northeast, he returned to Europe to
conduct further digs in Franceand Spain. ill January 1893, he attended the
Columbian Historical Exposition in Madrid, for which he was an honorary
member ofthe U.S. Archaeological Commission. At the Exposition, Mercer
exhibited some ofhis archaeological artifacts on behalfofthe University of
Pennsylvania. The Exposition's Junta Directiva awarded him a bronze medal for
his exhibit of artifacts, most ofwhich were part ofthe collection of 117'argi1lite
blades that he had found on Ridge's Island. ill March 1893, he visited excavation
sites at Abbeville, France and Spiennes, Belgium. ill Paris, he received the
Diploma d'Anthropologie. Returning to the United States to conduct more
excavations, he discovered an argillite quarry in Point Pleasant, Bucks County,
used by seventeenth-century Native Americans.
Mercer's exploration ofNative American sites continued as he began
work as an associate editor ot\he American Naturalist. He continued to work
under the guidance ofDr. Edward Drinker Cope, and was in charge ofthe
University ofPennsylvania's Department ofArchaeology and Ethnology. ill
1894, Mercer was appointed curator ofAmerican and Prehistoric Archaeology at
the University's Museum ofScience and Art, replacing the respected Charles
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Conrad Abbot, M.D. Many ofthe artifacts that Mercer had excavated in his
. travels were on display at the Museum. Throughout 1894, Mercer traveled to
Ohio, Indiana, lllinois, and Kentucky in search of ancient civilizations. Not
finding the evidence he ha~ hoped for, he left the United States for Austria,
attending the Wagner festival in Bayreuth. January through March. 1895 was
spent in the Yucatan Peninsula in Central America, leading the Corwith
Expedition in search ofprehistoric civilizations. 101 His interests remained
focused on Native Americans, and at the BCHS meeting at WolfRocks in
Buckingham on July 16, 1895, he read a paper titled "The Red Man's Bucks
County," in which he discussed his findings about Lenape culture.102 Two of
Mercer's papers on his studies ofthe /cabal, or Yucatan pottery wheel, were
published in the American Naturalist and in the University Bulletin.
However, despite Mercer's apparent success as an archaeologist, he was
having problems at the Museum. His pt::rsonality, rather than his quality ofwork,
made him unable to continue working at the Museum as he would have preferred.
He never wanted his. exhibits touched or labeled by anyone except himself. He
was possessive and opinionated about his artifacts, and became unfriendly toward
anyone who tried to interfere with his work. Mercer had especially strained
relations with his friend Charles Abbot, whom he had succeeded as curator.103
lOIDyke, 11-12.
l02Henry Chapman Mercer, "The Red Man's Bucks County," A Collection ofPapers
Read before the Bucks County Historical Society, Vol. 2 (1909): 267.
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Abbot was a former New Jersey physician who had abandoned medicine
to'becomean archaeologist. Mercer.andAbbot had-together combed thebanks'of
the Delaware River many times during the early 1890's in their mutual search for
Paleolithic Native American artifacts. Shortly before succeeding Abbot as
curator, Mercer strongly disputed Abbot's conclusion that the evidence they had
found definitely pointed to a Paleolithic civilization. Arguments about possible
Paleolithic civilization continued to strain the relationship between Mercer and
Abbot during the mid 1890's. In an emotional letter dated August 20, 1896,
Abbot blamed Mercer for causing strife at the Museum and called him an inept
archaeologist. Abbot accused Mercer of chronically doubting the archaeological
findings and conclusions ofhis museum colleagues. Abbot wrote to Mercer,
"who are you, let me ask, that these questions can only be settled by your
decision?,,104 Apparently trying to appeal to Mercer's sense ofreason, Abbot
argued, "the fact remains that artificially chipped argillite has been found by me
that proved antiquity as great as glacial period or its immediate close; and any
human being who declares I did not, I pronounce a liar.,,105 Abbot was not
satisfied, however, until he attacked Mercer as a friend and as a fellow
archaeologist.
I03Reed, 15.
I04Charles Conrad Abbot, University ofPennsylvania Museum, to Hemy Chapman
Mercer, Doylestown, Pa., 20 August 1896. Folder 10, Letter 1:35B. H.C. Mercer Correspondence,
Spruance Library, Bucks County Historical Society, Doylestown, Pa.
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Intending to insult Mercer's research methods and accusing him of
causing trouble-for real archaeologists, Abbofeontinued to degrade Mercer's
competence. Regarding Mercer's anticipated criticism ofthe work ofa Museum
colleague, Abbot sarcastically told Mercer to "wait until he is through and
published his results, and then upset them ifyou can. That is your business,. not
archaeology; but as an archaeological up_setter."I06 Abbot accused Mercer of
intentionally criticizing the work ofqualified archaeologists simply to make a
name for himself in the field, and implied that Mercer lacked any solid
archaeological evidence to prove his claims about other archaeologists.
Having belittled Mercer professionally, Abbot closed the letter with a
personal affiont. Abbot sniped, "your inconsistency arouses me. You do not
believe what I tell you [about artifacts] and yet persist on retaining friendly
relations. I have a feeling ofpity for you and consent [to remaining friendsl"I07
Wanting to influence Mercer's opinions, Abbot had become angry when Mercer
flippantly disregarded their discussions. Apparently, Mercer never noticed that
Abbot had become emotionally unable to tolerate his further presence, as Mercer
had continued to mlike overtures as ifnothing was wrong. Abbot concluded the
letter 'Yith a tone ofagitated exhaustion, and hoped that Mercer would "give
Your's truly, the rest that he deserves, after bearing the heat and burden ofthe
lO6Ibid.
l07Ibid.
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day.,,108 The letter must have been upsetting to Mercer, as he. would have
received it on a stifling August day, and· shocked by the intensity of Abbot's
expression. Abbot had previously concealed his feeli.ngs, and had been·unable to
talk directly to Mercer. Ensuing personality clashes with Museum employees, as
well as his growing conviction that much ofhis excavation work had not resulted
in meaningful artifacts, helped to drive Mercer out ofthe University Museum in
Mercer's work in archaeology had heightened his inte~est in tools and
artifacts, and in two years he would start a collection that would change the
direction ofthe BCHS. He had been influencedin his youth by his grandfather's
statements on the importance ofpreserving historic objects and cultural items. In
1883, Judge Henry Chapman had given a speech titled "Reminiscences of
Buckingham" at a BCHS meeting. Chapman said that he did "not belong to that
class ofpersons who feel or effect a contempt for old things. A clock [or] a
cup ... may still have ... traditions connected with its former use." 110 This
speech expresses views very similar to the ideas that Mercer later introduced to
the BCHS.
Henry Mercer had been collecting archaeological artifacts for many
years, but the items in his personal collection were considerably more exotic than
I08Ibid.
lO~eed, 15-16.
l1~enry Chapman, "Reminiscences ofBuckingham," ACollection ofPapers Read
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the ordinary American household items that his grandfather mentioned inJhe
"Reminiscences ofBuckingham" speech. However, starting in 1897,Mercet
collected and catalogUed discarded household tools, farm implements, cooking
utensils, furniture, and other household items, with the idea ofgiving the items to
the BCHS. He named his new collection "Tools ofthe Nation Maker."ll1 Mercer
liked rummaging around in heaps ofdiscarded objects, and he had started his
"Tools" collection one day in early March 1897. He stated that he "went to the
premises ofone ofour fellow-citizens who had been in the habit ofgoing to
country sales and ... buying ... valueless masses of obsolete utensils.,,112 He
noted that some ofthe items were "things that I had heard ofbut never
collectively saw before, [and] the idea occurred to me that the history of
Pennsylvania was here profusely illustrated and from a new point ofview.,,113 It
was on this day, while he was poking around in the junk collection, that he got the
idea to start an organized and fully catalogued collection oftools and household
,
items. He may have heard about the existence ofa folk museum in Stockholm,
Sweden called the Nordiska Museet, which was run by Artur Hazelius.114
However, there is no evidence that any other local historical societies were
111Dyke, 12-13..
112Henry Chapman Mercer, "The Tools of the Nation Maker," A Collection ofPapers
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collecting artifacts before Mercer created "Tools ofthe Nation Maker." In 1897,
the BCHS published Mercer's Tools ofthe }{ationmaker, an eighty-seven page
catalogue ofthe tools that he had collected locally.115
Mercer was obsessed with the idea of saving artifacts before they decayed
or were destroyed, and he was proud that he had saved so many ofthem. He had
something extraordinary, he felt, to contribute to the BCHS. He was thrilled, and
"was seized with a new enthusiasm and hurried over the county, rummaging the
bake-ovens, wagon-houses, cellars, hay-lofts, smoke-houses, garrets, and
chimney-corners, on this side ofthe Delaware valley.,,116 Mercer called his
collection of implements "Tools ofthe Nation Maker" because he considered the
tools used by early Bucks County residents to be representative ofthe tools used
by all early Americans. He pointed out that, "equipped ... with these very tools
and utensils, the pioneer came to America. Armed with these [implements] he cut
down the forest ... and worked out his life and destiny.,,117 He felt that the 'tools
he had collected could illustrate the history ofAmerica, and he energetically
. explored heaps of discarded tools throughout Bucks County.
Mercer may have already received some encouragement for his collecting
from another BCHS member, B.F. Fackenthal, Jr. He had written to Mercer on
August 12, 1896 to inform him that a Dr. Swift had a large'collection oftools and
ll~enry Chapman Mercer, "The Tools ofthe Nation Maker," A Collection ofPapers
Read before the Bucks County Historical Society, Vol. 3 (1909): 471.
117Ibid., 476.
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Native American implements that Mercer might be interested in seeing.
Fackenthal stated that Dr. Swift had "quite a number ofpipes, one bowl in
particular ... having the image ofan indian face on the front ... this was
labeled ... as having been found at Durham.,,118 Fackenthal might have been
intimating that Mercer should explore the possibility ofthe BCHS accepting such
a collection.
Fackenthal mentioned in the letter that Dr. Swift complained that he did
not have a place in which to store his artifact collection. Fackenthal clearly
viewed the collection as valuable, and noted, "it might be possible for some
college or historical society to get possession ofit.,,119 Although he does not
mention ifhe had discussed the idea ofthe BCHS accepting an artifact collection
with other BCHS members, Fackenthal seems to have pitched his letter towar~s
Mercer's interests. He described how "the Historical Society at Easton had lately
purchased the old Pars·ons house ... with a view ofhaving it preserved, and later
on, there might be a place in Easton where a collection like his could be
deposited.,,120 Fackenthal probably thought that other BCHS members were also
1
llgB.F. Fackenthal, Easton, Pa, to Henry Chapman Mercer, Doylestown, Pa, 12 August
. 1896. Folder 10, Letter MSC 291:1:28p. RC. Mercer Correspondence, Spruance Libnuy, Bucks
County Historical Society, Doylestown, Pa.
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willing to consider accepting an artifact collection and that if a building could be
tpade available, the BCHS could house an artifact exhibit.
However, the BCHS was not thrilled, and was not prepared to put tools
and implements on display in the courthouse. In 1897, there was not enough
space available for Mercer to set up his collection in the courtroom ofthe Bucks
County Courthouse. The courthouse was (and is) located in Doylestown, and his'
collection would have been right next to the BCHS meeting room. The other
members refused Mercer's wishes. The first exhibition ofMercer' s tools had to
be held outdoors in Lower Bucks, at a place called Galloway's Ford, which was
, ~
inconvenient for him. At Galloway's Ford, he displayed his artifacts by placing
them in trees and tying them to branches. He also placed implements in the
middle ofthe field, grouping them by use. The exhibition was rained out, and he
decided to eliminate some large objects so that his exhibition could fit in the
courthouse.121
While "Tools ofthe Nation Maker" was on display in the courthouse,
Mercer's interest wandered away from the BCHS and toward becoming a pottery
manufacturer. In the summer of 1897', Mercer and his assistant, Frank Swain,
visited the only three German-American owned potteries operating in Bucks
County, and Mercer quickly realized that the production ofEuropean art pottery
was a dying business in America. He was enthralled with the intricate designs of
animals and flowers that the Germans skillfully carved on all types ofpottery.
121Dyke, 12-13.
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These wonderful businesses, Mercer felt, had been driven out ofbusiness by
, '
commercially made products. Mercer condemned the IndtistrlalRevolution for
the demise of small businesses, and decided to try to save a bygone craft by
reviving one ofthe dwindling German-American art pottery businesses in Bucks
County. 122
He contacted Bucks County potter David Herstine, and convinced him to
re-open his business. Mercer hoped to work with Herstine and contribute some
fresh designs to the traditional method ofmaking German pottery. When Mercer
actually tried to make several pieces ofhis own, he was disappointed, because the
kilns ruined the bowls and dishes he made. Mercer realized that he had been
overzealous in his efforts to grasp everything about German pottery in a few short
weeks, even under the guidance ofHerstine. Mercer realized that making pottery
was far more difficult and complicated than he had originally thought, and
unwillingly acknowledged that his effort to revive the Herstine pottery had been a
failure. 123
He still wanted to create glazed products with his own designs, and soon
realized that ceramic tiles were more practical and more easily made than was
pottery.124 He traveled to England and Ireland to visit tile makers, meeting the
122Reed, 37-38.
123Ibid., 38-41.
124Ibid.,41.
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arts and crafts tile maker William De Morgan, a protegee ofWilliam Morris.
- .
After returning to Doylestown, Mercer decided-to go into the tile making
business, reasoning that the availability ofhighly suitable.clay in the Doylestown
. . ~.
area would allow him to provide architects with quality hand-produced art tiles.
Mercer felt that since fireplaces had recently become more popular, hand-
produced art tiles would begin to replace commercially produced tiles and
bricks. 125
Mercer's newfound interest in making tiles had distracted him from the
BCHS, and in 1899, he began having problems with Davis and the BCHS
secretary, Alfred Paschall. 126 Paschall had been a founder ofthe BCHS and was
the publisher ofthe Bucks County Intelligencer. 127 Considering Davis' genial
personality and appreciation ofall kinds ofhistory, it is most likely that Paschall
was the one who started the problem with Mercer, and influenced Davis enough
so that Davis came to share a negative opinion ofMercer's activities. Paschall
interpreted Mercer's sudden interest in the tile business as a sign that Mercer had
abandoned the BCHS to pursue financial profits. Paschall and Davis had started
to edge Mercer out ofthe BCHS by refusing to let Mercer put on display any of
the large objects he had collected. Paschall was vehement in his refusal to let
l~yke, 14-15.
12~id., 15.
127Reed, 18.
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Mercer have adequate exhibition space to expand "Tools ofthe Nation
-Maker.,,128 Mercer was offended, and resigned his BCHS membershipiri 1899.129
Paschall apparently was disgusted with Mercer's sprawling collection.
However, he had not always been so miserly about space for artifact displays. In
an April 18, 1882 paper given at a BCHS meeting in Langhorne, Paschall seemed
in favor ofan artifact collection as part of an early BCHS exhibit. In the paper,
titled "Bucks County Bi-Centennial," Paschall echoed Davis's sentiments that
local history deserved celebration. As part ofthe celebration, Paschall wrote,
BCHS members had agreed that "a collection ofthe relics belonging to the time
ofthe county's infancy, in comparison with the corresponding products and
objects ofthe present day, were deemed highly desirable and appropriate.,,130
Paschall pointed out that "the sub-committee [ofthe BCHS] had in contemplation
the gathering together ofwhatever could be obtained in the way of. .. articles of
bygone times ... in a building adapted to the purpose.,,131 Aware that many other
members ofthe BCHS favored an exhibit, Paschall acknowledged that such a
display would probably interest the public, but added a statement that clearly
demonstrated his wish that exhibits be comprised mostly of small objects. He
128Dyke, 15-16.
12!Thid., 16.
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stated, "there are in the county many interesting and valuable collections of
minerals, birds, botariical specimens,· coiils, books, pictures, etc.~ in private hands'
ofcourse, in which the people ofthe whole county would be much interested.,,132
Paschall was probably only able to tolerate an artifact exhibit ifthe objects were
. .
small and did not take up space needed for other BCHS functions. Mercer's
collection, including numerous carriages and a whaleboat, must have aggravated
/"
Paschall and his sense ofthe proper use of space.
From 1899 to 1905, while no longer a memberofthe BCHS, Mercer
concentrated on collecting his own artifacts and on producing tiles. He originally
had only a small tile making facility, located in New Britain, where he produced
theme and narrative tiles. He employed several young men at the facility to make
the tiles by hand and bake them in kilns. In spite ofthe small numbers oftiles
produced this way, he began making a profit almost immediately. Mercer did not
allow machines to be part ofhis tile production, as he considered machine-made
items to be inferior to those produced by hand. His conservative ideas about the
Arts and Crafts tradition contrasted with those of some ofthe more progressive
individuals involved in the movement, who favored the use ofmachines.
Obviously, Norton's Arts and Crafts ideals had influenced Mercer's ideas about
art and workmanship. Many ofMercer's beliefs, including the idea that arts and
crafts could contribute to the overall· betterment ofany society, were based upon
concepts presented to him at Harvard by Norton. Also, Mercer's earlier interest
132Ibid.
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iIi archaeology had demonstrated to him that studying the art and crafts of
prehistoric societies could contribute to understanding those'soCieties.l33
Based on the concepts he had learned in his archaeological research and
on his Arts and Crafts background, Mercer started the Moravian Pottery and Tile
Works. His investment was minimal, since he did not involve machines in the
production oftiles. Common potter's hand tools and equipment were used,
including tile presses, cutters and kilns. His employees, which in 1901 numbered
only seven, received relatively low wages. He mainly hired inexperienced male
farm laborers, hiring specialistsonly when necessary. He probably could have
paid his employees more, considering the consistent demand for his tiles. .
Mercer's assistant and manager ofthe Tile Works, Frank Swain, was ofconstant
help during the early years, keeping careful track of sales and expenses. 134
Despite the fact that the demand for his tiles nearly always exceeded the ability of
the Tile Works to produce them, Mercer valued the fact that his tiles were made
by hand through individual labor, although he occasionally complained about his
employees, believing some ofthem to be undedicated and lazy. 135 Considering
the probability that the employees he hired were unfamiliar with Arts and Crafts
ideologies, the mediocre pay received by the employees (around $1.25 per day)
133Reed, 28.
134Ibid., 72-73.
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may have accounted for their lack ofenthusiasm. 136 In creating the Tile Works,
Mercer did not waiver froin the early Arts and Crafts education he received from
Norton at Harvard.
However, Mercer had not followed the Arts and Crafts movement in
England orAmerica during the years in which he had studied.and worked as an
archaeologist. His ideas about crafts were formed almost entirely at Harvard, and
he retained connections to the movement indirectly, mainly through
correspondence with friends and acquaintances. When he joined the Boston
Society of Arts and Crafts (BSAC) in 1901, it was his first involvement in an Arts
and Crafts society. The publicity and customers that the BSAC could provide for
its members was probably a strong incentive for Mercer to join. The BSAC was
founded in 1897, and Harvard's Norton had become the BSAC's first president.137
The BSAC had been founded by some ofBoston's wealthiest and most elite
citizens, including museum trustees and donors, Harvard professors, artists,
architects, and prominent local individuals. BSAC members had studied English
Arts and.Crafts exhibits, and on April 15, 1897, the Boston exhibit had opened.
Although the exhibit ran for only two weeks, the display included almost one
thousand handmade items, including jewelry, pottery, carpets, metalwork, china
and stained glass. The BSAC refused to accept any commercial or machine-
136Ibid., 72.
137Ibid., 30.
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produced goods,.. adhering to the ideal that only hand-produced items could
demonstrate true artistry and creativity. 138.
...
Mostother local Arts and Crafts societies in America would subsequently
.model themselves after the BSAC. The BSAC journal, Handicraft, was necessary
reading for those involved inthe movement, and the large and successful
salesroom offered by the BSAC to promote various Arts and Crafts items helped
to increase sales ofmembers' crafts. 139 . Mercer provided samples ofhis tiles in
1901, which were kept permanently on display. l'4oravian Tiles could be ordered
through the showroom, and the BSAC encouraged the architect members to
purchase Mercer's products for use in the fireplaces and floors ofnew buildings.
The advertising provided by the BSAC helped to steadily improve the sale of
Mercer's tiles, and any self-promotion on his part became unnecessary.
Receiving a 15 percent commission on sales, the BSAC aggressively promoted
Mercer's tiles throughout NewEngland. 140
As Mercer's tile business flourished, the BCHS continued to expand its
membership, and benefited from keeping Mercer's "Tools ofthe Nation Maker"
on display. Davis attributed the success ofthe BCHS to the collection ofartifacts.
He wrote that "the historical Society is prospering on all lines; the membership
has been largely increased and public interest in its work grows ... 'The Tools of
138Boris, 36.
13~id., 33.
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the Nation Maker,' [is] one ofthe most interesting [displays] everexhibited.,,141
Even though Mercer was no longer involved with1he HCHS, his artifact display
had helped increase membership and public interest. Most ofhis efforts were
going into the production and advertising ofhis tiles.
In 1905, when Mercer had been out ofthe BCHS for six years, he received
word that Davis had praised him effusively in a speech before the BCHS. Davis
sent Mercer a copy ofthe newspaper that had printed the entire speech, "thus
deliberately rekindling his friendship with Mercer. Davis, in his eighties, was still
making speeches and writing history. In expressing renewed interest inMercer,
Davis most likely wanted to make peace with him. Davis probably felt that
because the "Tools ofthe Nation Maker" display had become such an integral
part ofthe BCHS, Mercer should be invited to return. Davis was still the
Society's president, and if he wanted Mercer back in the BCHS, that was the final
word on the subject and the other members just had to accept it. In a February 9,
1905 letter, Mercer wrote to thank Davis for "an address which you made at the
last meeting ofthe Historical Society thanking me for makihgthe collection of
tools etc, cataloguing it and writing pamphlets etc.,,142 Obviously, Mercer was'
happy to be acknowledged and praised by Davis.
141Davis, History ofDoylestown, 338.
142Henry Chapman Mercer, Doylesto~ Pa, to W. W. H. Davis, Doylestown, Pa,
FebrtJaIY 9, 1905. Folder 33, Letter MSC 291:1:43a. W.W.H. Davis Correspondence, Spruance
Libnny, Bucks County Historical Society, Doylestown, Pa
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Davis responded immediately to Mercer's letter, "I made up my mind,
some time ago, to doyou justice byacknowledging the services you did to the
Historical Society, in its infancy.,,143 Davis had been keenly aware ofthe
animosity between Paschall and Mercer, but at this juncture had found some
expedience in overlooking Paschall's feelings. Davis wrote, "in one thing,
Paschall was a miserable failure, that ofcausing me to think ill ofyou. 1had
known you too long to think ill ofyou without cause."I44 Apparently willing to
accept the loss ofPaschall's friendship, Davis wrote that he "[had] not seen
Paschall since, but from what 1hear ofhim, he's no more amiable than in the past
... he took the trouble, to come to the room, to tell me 'how much he disliked
me. ",145 Mercer was still hesitant about getting involved with the BCHS again,
since Paschall and others who had caused trouble for Mercer were still active staff
members. Paschall was stilf'publisher ofthe Intelligencer, and forbade Henry
Mercer's name from ever being mentioned in it. Despite the factions that were
opposing him, Mercer reconciled with Davis and re-joined the BCHS in early
1905. Mercer's Aunt Lela died in December 1905 at age seventy-six, following a
month of suffering from pneumonia. 146 The money that Mercer inherited upon
143W.W.H. Davis, Doylestown, Pa., to Henry Chapman Mercer, DoylestoWn, Pa.,
February 9, 1905. Folder 16, Letter MSC 291:1:43c. H.C. Mercer Correspondence,Spruance
Library, Bucks County Historical So9iety, Doylestown, Pa
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his Aunt Lela's death had not motivated Davis's invitation to Mercer. Davis
sincerely hoped to reconcile'withMercer.
Mercer was happy to be accepted again in the BCHS, aild.was much more
involved with the Society than he had been before his resignation. He no longer
faced difficulties with the BCHS by 1907, because a significant monetary
donation from George Elkins had allowed the BCHS to construct a building that
would house Mercer's complete collection ofartifacts. The new Elkins Building
meant that Mercer's collection would no longer need to be housed in the
courthouse, which had been a major issue of contention since 1897. The fact that
Mercer's artifact collection would have its own building seemed to sooth relations
between bickering members, and the members began to concentrate on solving
the problems ofthe BCHS instead of fighting one another.
At the Doylestown meeting on May 28, 1907, atwhich the benefactors of
the new building, George Elkins and his father, William Elkins, were most likely
present, Mercer read a paper called "The Tools ofthe Nation Maker.,,147 In the
paper, Mercer discussed the history ofhis "Tools ofthe Nation Maker" artifact
display from his own perspective, occasionally sounding somewhat supercilious
as he described the early problems ofthe BCHS and the public's fickle reactions
to his artifact exhibits. Mercer started the speech by reminding his audience that
"the first time that I had the honor oftrying to call your attention to the value of
147Hemy Chapman Mercer, "The T90ls of the Nation Maker," 469.
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the collection oftime-stained tools and implements ... you were probably
:' .
. unwilling listeners.,,148 Having made this jab, Mercer changed his tone, pointing
out thatdespite·the BCHS's good fortune to have received.sufficientfunding to
build the Elkins Building, "we [BCHS members] feel tempted to glance back for a
moment at some ofthe difficulties we have encountered in the past.,,149
Mentioning some previous problems, Mercer pointed·out "the attendance at the
meetings had fallen offto the last limit. No one introduced papers or seemed to
want to readthem.,,15o He stated that the survival ofthe BCHS was could be
credited to Davis's efforts and ability to work through problems. Professing some
humility, Mercer stated "I feel that I, myself contributed absolutely nothing" to
the "deliverance" ofthe BCHS from all of its early difficulties. 151
According to Mercer, the BCHS had "survived this danger [i.e. poor
attendance ofmeetings] only to be "confronted with further difficulty and
danger.,,152 He noted that the most difficult times were "when the treasury was
empty ... and when finally the society itselfwas dis-united by serious
148Ibid., 469.
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disagreements and misunderstandings."ls3 Mercer did not dwell on the
difficulties, how~ver,and shortly 'sounded more optimistic when he described the
overall importance of studying tools and implements. Describing his "Tools of
the Nation Maker" display, Mercer stated, "here we have history in the first place
presented from a new point ofview."ls4 He placed great importance on the value
ofvisual history in educating the public, arguing that, "perhaps these
[implements] can be included or adequately described by history but a sight ofthe
actual object conveys an impression, otherwise indescribable."lss He felt that
descriptions ofobjects and their uses were also important. He pointed out that, "a
multitude ofwords has passed out ofthe language and become obsolete since
these objects ceased to be used and this too is history."lS6 Mercer emphasized to
his audience that change in the design and use oftools. in the past few decades
made his collection even more valuable. He argued that the greatest period of
change in the design oftools and implements had come about within
approximately the past sixty years, and that prior to the nineteenth century, tools
151bid.
154Ibid., 472-473.
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had retained the same basic designs from medieval times. 157 He pointed out that,
"in- this respect there is a greater difference between our lives and the life of
George Washington than between his life and the life ofWilliam the
Conqueror.,,158 Mercer considered his collection toCbe a significant contribution
to American history, and Davis had begun to share his point ofview.
Davis had witnessed the success that artifact exhibition had brought, and
he allowed Henry to have control over the direction oftheBCHS. On October 5,
1909, at the Riegelsville meeting, Mercer read a speech, "Bucks County
Historical Society: Its Aims and Purposes," in which he espoused the artifact
collection and pointed out the need ofthe BCHS to continue collecting.
Regarding the collecting and labeling oftools and implements, Mercer said, "we
have found out that history may be written from the standpoint ofobjects, rather
than from laws, legislatures, and proceedings ofpublic assemblies.,,159 He
relished the fact that the other members could no longer doubt the importance of
his artifact collection.
He was especially proud ofthe fact that the collection distinguished the
BCHS from other historical societ~es, but emphasized that there was more work to
be done. In the speech, Mercer said, "there is nothing on the subject [(e. history
illustrated in tools] in the encyclopedias nor the histories thus far written.
157Ibid., 476.
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Therefore, the matter is absolutely fresh, and new, and all our own.,,160 He also
.. said, "whatwe want to do is to call in laborers, mechanics, artisans and farmers of
the older generations, who can look back upon their youth and give us· .
descriptions ofwhat these things mean, and get those descriptions on record.,,161
The best thing for the BCHS, Mercer said, would be to "to get on record these
oral statements ... [and] we will have enough to distinguish ourselves above all
the other historical societies in the country.,,162 Mercer delighted in talking to
owners ofold and outdated tools and farm implements, and his recording of
stories and interviews was meticulous, as illustrated in his two lengthy
publications, Tools ojthe Nationmaker and Ancient Carpenters' Tools. Clearly,
Mercer thought that the artifact collection was the most unique and significant
aspect 'ofthe BCHS. The other members agreed with him, and when Davis ~ied
in 1911, Mercer took over as the second BCHS president.
As the new president, Mercer concentrated on documenting daily life in
the past. In a paper titled "Open Fire Cooking in Bucks County," read at the
Doylestown meeting in 1912, Mercer related some ofthe cooking methods and
equipment he had seen in previous decades. Mercer stated, "I saw negroes
planking so-called 'johnny-cakes' in their open fire hearths in Anne Arundel and
l~id.
161Ibid.
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Prince George's counties, Maryland in about 1885.,,163 Mercer described when,
"in White co~nty, Tennessee, in 1899 I saw a number ofcomparatively newlog
cabins equipped with cooking fireplaces made ofwattles smeared"with clay and
built outside ofand against log walls.,,164 Mercer assumed that his audience
wanted to know about Bucks County hearths, and pointed out that, "to the best of
my recollection all the kitchen hearths I ever saw here had vertical backs with
jambs offrom two to three feet deep built out at right angles.,,165 In addition to
Mercer's stories, he had planned for his friend Colonel Paxon to show the
audience' a particular artifact. Mercer read, "Colonel Paxon will show you a crane
this morning . , . from old England and here also is one ofthe elaborate Italian
andirons equipped with spit-hooks.,,166 Afurther demonstration was planned at
the end ofMercer' s speech, and he said, "I am done, the ladies will tell you the
rest.,,167 A few women, who had volunteered for the task, would have then
discussed the uses ofsome ofthe implements and possibly provided a small
demonstration of open-fire cooking. Mercer felt that the public should become
involved in learning about tools, and he used the help of other BCHS members
and volunteers to reach the public.
163Henry Chapman Mercer, "Open Fire Cooking in Bucks County," A Collection of
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Mercer wanted to tell the public about his own family's history with
. implements, and in a paper titled "Wafer Irons,"~ he discussed some methods used
by his ancestors. As he described the irons, Mercer noted that "whether cast upon
them at the furnace, or carefully engraved in the cold metal ... the face ofthe
plates ... invariably shows designs representing tulips, stars, [or] zig_zags.,,168
Discussing some family stories, he said, "I was surprised to learn that my aunt,
Miss Fanny Chapman, had a pair and ...b~s in them. She inherited
them from her great-grandmother.,,169 He then read the list ofingredients to his
great-grandmother's recipe, and included directions on how to cook the wafers, .
after which he read the ingredients of a Bavarian wafer recipe, as told to him by
his aunt's. cook, Katrina.170 Mercer appeared to have been iriterested in sweet
desserts, and pointed out that he had found a recipe for lemon wafers in one ofhis
cookbooks?71 He wanted the recipes ofhis great-grandmother and Katrina to be
preserved, and he insured that they would be preserved by including them in his
paper.
In 1913, construction work began for a new museum, next to the Elkins
Building, for Mercer's huge collection. Some items in his collection had been
168Hemy Chapman Mercer, "Wafer Irons," A Collection ofPapers Read before the
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hc>used in the El~ns Building for years, but most ofthe tools and implements he
had'recently acquired'were locked away from public view in spare buildings ~d
empty bams around DoylestoWn. With the idea of securing his sprawling
collection, he had designed a seven-story museum. 172 The museum was made
entirely ofconcrete and supported with long steel rods. Mercer had designed the
building, and throughout the construction process, he had made numerous
-
blueprint revisions. Often changing his mind on a daily basis, he would rush to
the construction site on his bicycle to inform the workers ofthe changes.
Mercer's main idea, however, hadremained unchanged. He wanted the main
room to be extremely high, and in order for visitors to see the objects affixed to
the convex ceili.ng, they had to climb one ofthe many flights ofcurving stairs
leading to the upper floors. The museum's asymmetrical windows were placed to
allow natural light to illuminate the objects. I73 Mercer had wanted objects of
varying sizes to be suspended from the ceiling, and numerous hooks were placed
in the poured concrete. I74
After his death, the new museum would be named the Mercer Museum. 175
Mercer had already designed and built Fonthill, a peculiar building resembling a
172Helen Hartman Gemmill, The Mercer Mile: The StOry of Henry Chapman Mercer and
his Three Concrete Buildings (Bucks County Historical Society, Doylestown,
Pa., 1998), 20.
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castle, made entirely ofpoured concrete, in which he lived until his d~ath in 1930.
Fonthill was also asymmetrical, with thick beams stretching betweenthe vaulted
ceilings and floors. 176 Some ofMercer' s most elaborate Moravian tiles covered
the grey concrete ofthe interior ceilings and walls. 177 Mercer's use ofconcrete as
his building material ofchoice stemmed from his fe~ offire. In 1872, his uncle's
collection ofarmor had been destroyed by fire, and Mercer only felt comfortable
using fireproof materials. 178 His large tile-making facility, the Moravian Pottery
and Tile Works, was also built ofconcrete. The new BCHS museum was the
third building that Mercer designed, and on Saturday, June 17, 1916, the museum
was dedicated to Mercer and opened to the pt,lblic.
He was emotionally attached to his collection, and wanted to be sure that
his artifacts would always receive proper care. In his speech dedicating the
opening ofthe museum, Mercer expressed his hopes that his collection would be
carefully managed and would continue to increase in size. He wanted, "there [to]
be always a few persons ... to care for these things, which are entirely in their
hands, to guard them in this building, [and] to increase the collection by every
means in their power.,,179· Mercer continued to design tiles and publish articles on
local history, although as he aged, he suffered from worsening health, and
176Gemmill, The Mercer Mile, 9.
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secluded himself from society. 180 His need to collect artifacts. could have resulted
from his poor health, as Dyke points out, and,capricious strength and fragile
_ nerves may have' contributed to his "almost messianic'compulsion to document
the ways ofa bygone era.,,181 As Mercer had urged others to do, he spent much of
the next decade documenting personal histories so that they would not be lost.
These histories were a significant source of informationfor Mercer in
writing Ancient Carpenters' Tools, published in 1929. This lengthy illustrated
catalog describes builder's tools dating from ancient Chinese and Roman times
through 1925 America. Mercer did not consider the tools in this catalog to be
specific to any particular culture, and pointed out in his "Preface to First Edition"
that the tools applied to the whole ofcivilization. Echoing his previous
sentiments that many types ofancient tools had remained in use, nearly
unchanged, until the Industrial Revolution, Mercer argued that the study of
implements was key to understanding history. He explained to his readers that
"the specimens here shown have been collected in the United States, chiefly in
Pennsylvania, but a short study ofthem will soon convince us, that though made
in America, they ... represent long-existingtypes,ofworld-wide use.,,182 The use
18CReed, 21.
181Dyke,31.
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?
ofthe tools was ofutmost interest tO,Mercer, who spent mucl1 ofthe spring and
summer of1925 scurrying around BucksCounty speaking to carpenters.
Bucks County carpenters provided numerous oral histories for Mercer, and
he carefully documented their stories regarding the past 'Use oftools. In a section
on cant hooks, Mercer wrote, "David Angeny, carpenter, ofDanboro, Pa., tells the
writer [in] March, 1925 that he saw logs rolled in Bucks County, in the late 19th
century, without cant hooks, by the extra leverage ofcrow bars.,,183 Elderly
people provided Mercer with many oral histories, who willingly recorded the
childhood memories ofothers for use in his writing. As the caption under a
, photograph ofa peg cutter, Mercer noted, "Mrs. Jacob Hahn ofPoint Pleasant,
now about 82 years old, remembers seeing a similar but larger apparatus,
employed in a neighborhood woqd, in 1846, to make the large trenails.,,184
Another elderly person, "Jeremiah Fern ofDoylestown, Pa., says that he made
American axes, about 1864, at Edge Hill, near Quakertown, Pa., ... by wielding
together. .. the sides ofthe two blocks ofiron.,,185 In documenting these oral
histories, Mercer hoped to preserve as much information as possible about the
past use oftools.
183Ibid., 42.
184Ibid., 102.
185Ibid., 8.
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The scholarly community in Pennsylvania noticed Mercer's contributions,
and in June of 1916,.Mercer received an honorary· degree, a Doctor of Science, .
from Franklin and Marshall College in Lancaster. 186 In 1929, he was awarded
another honorary degree, a Doctor ofLaws, from Lehigh-University. The public
had also acknowledged Mercer, as he had become a noted figure in Doylestown.
As automobile travel gained momentum in the years following World War I,
increasing numbers oftourists traveled through Doylestown on weekends,
inevitably visiting at least one ofMercer's buildings. In 1922, Henry Ford visited
the museum, praising Mercer's collection. Overall, though, Mercer tended to shy
away from public interaction during his later years, and allowed Frank Swain and
his wife Laura to operate the guided tours.187
Suffering from Bright's disease and myocarditis, Mercer saw his health
wane in early 1930. He died at his Fonthill home March 9, and was buried in the
Chapman family plot ofDoylestown Presbyterian Church. 188 At Mercer's BCHS
memorial service, B.F. Fackenthal was elected the new president, and Colonel
Paxon became vice-president. Fackenthal's gentle eulogy illustrated the close
working friendship between himself and Mercer. Fackenthal said, "he often came
. to the upper end ofthe county, where I live, and together we explored the Durham
18t;)yke, 26.
187Ibid., 30.
188Gemmill, The Mercer Mile, 25.
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Cave ... [and] the Durham Furnace and its iron ore mines.,,189 Fackenthal
recalled) "these excursions were always a liberal education, and I soon learned to
.appreciate him and the thorough and painstaking manner in which he carried on
his researches.,,190 At the memorial, Mercer was remembered as a kindly
intellectual, driven to pursue his work with untiring curiosity and enthusiasm.
Mercer's exhibit ofimplements had pushed the BCHS in a new direction,
which did not please every member. Paschall, exerting strong influence over
Dayis for several years, fought Mercer'scollection, fearing that heaps ofold tools
in and aroundthe BCHS grounds would detract from their own work with written
history. Merger cOlltinually emphasized the need for the public to have access to
visual history, oralhistory and demonstrations ofthe usesoftools. Davis and
Paschall's mutual point ofview was that an excessive amount ofold household
implements would detract from the purpose ofthe BCHS. Nevertheless, visual
history became the focus ofthe BCHS only after Mercer's display ofartifacts
proved to have long-term benefits for the society.
18513.F. Fackenthal, "Memorial Services for Henry Chapman Mercer, Sc.D., LL.D.," A
Collection ofPapers Read before the Bucks County Historical Society, Vol. 6
(1932): 297.
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